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Recently attention has been attracted to 

the improved confinement modes in high-£9
9 

plasmas. We have presented a theory of the 

dynamical interaction between plasma current and. 

plasma pressure under the constant external 

heating power. They link themselves through the 

Bootstrap curr~rt and thermal conductivitY. It 

is found that the current and pressure 

cooperatively form a new state of tokamak 

confinement, lf (3P exceeds a value clos·~ to 

unitY. This new state has a better conflfiement 

time than th£ L-mode plasma. The confinement 

improvement is compared to experiments, and the 

result provides a qualitative agreement with 

experiments. 

We have r~cently proposed a new the1retical 

approach to understand the anomalous tra1sport 

phenomena in L nk amaks [1. 2J. The f ormu Li i or 

the anomalous transport coefficient was derived 

as 

q 2 ( aa]3/2 v 
X = C -- -R - 62 _A_ 

f ( s. ct) ar R . 

where a and F. ue the major and minor ral1 ·.. s 

= r (dq/dr) /q, 1 is the safety factor. a ritnotes 

the normalized pressure gradient. a=-q2RP /~ 6 

is the collisiJnless skin depth. The factor 

f(s,a) denotes the influences of the plasma 

current and Shafranov shift on the anomalous 

transport. The limiting formula is given in 

Refs[3J. The 11umerical coefficient C deJ,Jtes 

the uncertainty of the order unitY. 

The transport simulation was made by use of 

this formula 0f the thermal conductivity, 

Theevolutions ~f the electron temperature. ion 

temperature and current are solved. The density 

profile is assumed to be constant in time, and 

impurities are not considered. Heat deposition 

profile is fix~d. 

The enhancement factor is unified ut ·,:erms 

of the (3P value. The improved mode is r )U!ld to 

to occur when ap exceeds the value close to 

unitY. This increase of 'E in the low current 

limit is associated with the flattened current 

and q-profiles. The sharp reduction of thermal 

conductivity iq formed, in this case, at :/a 

~2/3. Outside of this transport barrier. the 

thermal conductivity is large as in the L--~Jode 

plasma, owing to the large energy flux c!.ld small 

current. Ho\l;ever, the Bootstrap current, 

reduct ion of shear, and reduced therma 1 

conductivity cooperatively work inside of this 

radius, and forrr the transport barrier. 
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